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PHLAT: Personal Search & Organization Made Easy

Implicit Query: Raise your IQ
Get the information you need...
Without asking the system Without breaking your workflow Even if you don't know you need it

Unify your organization with tagging:
- Easily apply the same user-generated metadata (tags) to all your documents, files, email and web cache
- Intuitively view and manage your tag list
- Topple the tyranny of the container metaphor!

Intuitive search and filtering:
- Find your stuff based on whatever you remember!
- Search by content, people, dates, personal tags, etc.
- Filtering in query box to unify searching and browsing
- Save queries as favorites
- Sort and group results with stable sort

- Analyzes what you're reading or writing
- Extracts important words based on important metadata and TF*IDF of personal index
- Finds related information automatically